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DECLARATION OF NATHAN D. CARDOZO
1
2
3

I, Nathan D. Cardozo, declare as follows:
1.

I am over eighteen (18) years of age and I am otherwise competent to sign

4

this declaration based on my personal knowledge of all matters addressed in this

5

declaration.

6

2.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of California and am a

7

Staff Attorney at the Electronic Frontier Foundation, a non-profit legal services

8

organization serving as attorneys for Defendant Doe, a.k.a. “Die Troll Die,” (DTD) in the

9

above-captioned matter.

10

3.

DTD is the provider of an Internet message board (located at dietrolldie.com)

11

on which pseudonymous online speakers have criticized the practices of Plaintiff Prenda

12

Law, Inc. and other similar copyright enforcement law firms (known colloquially as

13

“copyright trolls”).

14

4.

The domain name dietrolldie.com is registered with Wild West

15

Domains LLC, a domain name registrar located at 14455 North Hayden Rd. #226,

16

Scottsdale, AZ 85260, in the District of Arizona. Wild West Domains is a subsidiary of Go

17

Daddy Operating Company, LLC, which is headquartered at the same address.

18

5.

I am informed and believe that that Alan Cooper served a civil action

19

captioned Alan Cooper v. John Lawrence Steele, et al., No. 27-CV-13-3463, on January 25,

20

2013, which is pending in the Fourth Judicial District Court, County of Hennepin,

21

Minnesota. Mr. Cooper asserted claims for invasion of privacy and deceptive trade

22

practices, as well as civil conspiracy and alter ego theories.

23

6.

I am informed and believe that Prenda Law filed a civil action captioned

24

Prenda Law, Inc. v. Paul Godfread, Alan Cooper and John Does 1-10, Case No. 13-L-75,

25

in the Circuit Court of the Twentieth Judicial Circuit, St. Clair County, Illinois on February

26

12, 2013, asserting various defamation related causes of action against Mr. Cooper,

27

Cooper’s attorney Paul Godfread, and the John Doe Defendants, including DTD for his role

28

as the operator of the dietrolldie.com message board.
1
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7.

The case was subsequently removed to the federal District Court of the

Southern District of Illinois (Case No. 13-cv-00207) on March 1, 2013.
8.

On April 10, 2013, Paul Duffy, counsel for Prenda (and the principal of

4

Prenda), docketed an Amended Complaint in the Southern District of Illinois case at docket

5

number 12-1. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of this Amended Complaint, which

6

was allegedly filed in the St. Clair County Circuit Court on February 21, 2013.

7

9.

On February 27, 2013, Prenda, through its attorney Mr. Duffy, issued a

8

subpoena to non-party Wild West Domains from the Circuit Court of Cook County,

9

Illinois, seeking DTD’s identity and contact information. Specifically, the subpoena seeks

10

“the name, current (and permanent) addresses, billing addresses, telephone numbers and e-

11

mail addresses associated with the individual who registered dietrolldie.com.” The

12

subpoena demanded production by March 6, 2013. A copy of the subpoena sent to Wild

13

West Domains is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

14

10.

Initially, counsel for DTD was unaware of this subpoena, but had received

15

notice of a defective subpoena that Prenda and Mr. Duffy issued to non-party Automattic

16

Inc. in California (The notice was provided by Automattic, not Prenda or Mr. Duffy).

17

11.

Concerned that there may be additional subpoenas, on March 12, 2013,

18

counsel for DTD informed Mr. Duffy and Prenda that they represent DTD in connection

19

with subpoenas for identity information. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a copy of the

20

March 12 letter to Mr. Duffy and Prenda. Prenda did not respond.

21

12.

On March 22, 2013, Wild West Domains notified DTD of the subpoena it had

22

received, but did not provide him with a copy. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a redacted

23

copy of the email notice from Wild West Domains. DTD’s email address has been

24

removed.

25

13.

Later that day, counsel for DTD called Mr. Duffy and left a voicemail

26

message, and followed up with an email to Mr. Duffy, seeking a copy of the subpoena.

27

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a copy of the email to Mr. Duffy.

28
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14.

Prenda responded by claiming there was a typo in DTD’s counsel’s email,

2

and failed to provide a copy of the subpoena. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a copy of the

3

email from Mr. Duffy.

4

15.

We responded to Mr. Duffy, reiterating the request for a copy of the

5

subpoena. Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a copy of the email to Mr. Duffy. Mr. Duffy has

6

not responded further.

7

16.

Plaintiff did not provide notice to DTD of its discovery request, notifying

8

only Defendants Godfread and Cooper. Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a copy of the notice

9

provided to Defendants Godfread and Cooper.

10
11
12

17.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, Prenda has not attempted to provide

notice of any subpoenas to any of the Doe Defendants.
18.

Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a copy of Kashmir Hill, How Porn Copyright

13

Lawyer John Steele Has Made A 'Few Million Dollars' Pursuing (Sometimes Innocent)

14

'Porn Pirates,’ Forbes Magazine, Oct. 15, 2012, available at

15

http://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/10/15/how-porn-copyright-lawyer-john-

16

steele-justifies-his-pursuit-of-sometimes-innocent-porn-pirates/.

17

19.

Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a copy of Dan Browning, Federal judge:

18

Copyright troll attorneys hiding something, Minneapolis Star-Tribune (Mar. 12, 2013),

19

available at http://www.startribune.com/local/197703011.html.

20

20.

Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a copy of Timothy Lee, Man charges porn

21

trolling firm Prenda Law with identity theft, Ars Technica (Dec. 5, 2012), available at

22

http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2012/12/man-charges-porn-trolling-firm-prenda-law-

23

with-identity-theft/.

24

21.

Attached hereto as Exhibit L is a copy of Timothy Lee, Porn copyright troll

25

sues AT&T and Comcast, says they side with pirates, Ars Technica (Aug. 10, 2012),

26

available at http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2012/08/porn-copyright-troll-sues-att-and-

27

comcast-says-they-side-with-pirates/.
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From: Compliancemgr@wildwestdomains.com
To: _____________________________________
Subject: dietrolldie.com
Date: Fri, 22 Mar 2013 09:48:15 -0700
This email is to inform you that we have received a properly formatted subpoena for
documents in the following civil action: Prenda Law v Paul A. Godfread, Alan Cooper
and Does 1-10 issued by the Cook County, Illinois Circuit Court, Case No. 13-L-75. Our
response to this subpoena may require us to disclose some of your personally identifiable
information. Therefore, we are providing this notice as a courtesy to give you an
opportunity to object to the subpoena. The only way to object to a properly filed
subpoena is by filing an objection with the court in which the matter is pending. If you
intend on filing an objection, please let us know within 3 business days. If we do not
receive an objection notice indicating that you have filed or will be filing an objection,
we will continue with producing the documents requested and may charge your account
according to our registration agreement. Should you require additional time within which
to file your objection with the court, please let us know.
In order to obtain further information related to the pending litigation or a copy of the
subpoena, you may contact counsel for the requesting party as follows:
Paul A. Duffy, Esq.
Prenda Law, Inc.
161 N. Clark Street, Suite 3200
Chicago, IL 60601
Sincerely,
C. Heffelfinger
Compliance Specialist
(480)624-2546 Facsimile
-This email message and any attachments hereto is intended for use only by the
addressee(s) named herein and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential
information. If you have received this email in error, please immediately notify the
sender and permanently delete the original and any copy of this message and its
attachments.
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Subject: Duffy v. Godfread, et al. and Prenda Law v. Godfread, et al.
From: Nate Cardozo <nate@eff.org>
Date: 3/22/13 2:43 PM
To: paduffy@wefightpiracy.com
CC: legal@wildwestdomains.com, tavila@godaddy.com, tbaum@godaddy.com, Kurt Opsahl
<kurt@eff.org>, Matt Zimmerman <mattz@eff.org>, Mitch Stoltz <mitch@eff.org>,
cmudd@muddlawoffices.com, compliancemgr@wildwestdomains.com
Dear Mr. Duffy and Prenda Law:
This email is further to the voicemail I left with you this afternoon. As you are aware, my
office represents the blog dietrolldie.com with respect to your efforts to discovery information
about the blog, the operators of the blog, and the readers of the blog.
We understand that you have purported serve a subpoena on Wild West Domains seeking information
related to the domain dietrolldie.com. According to Wild West Domains, the subpoena was issued by
the Cook County Superior Court, Case No. 13-L-75. This is curious because Case No. 13-L-75 was
filed in the St. Clair County Court. In any case, as you are aware, both of your defamation
actions, in Cook County and St. Clair County, were removed to federal court in February, 2013.
Please provide us with a copy of this subpoena and any others you may have issued that relate to
our clients, dietrolldie.com and fightcopyrighttrolls.com.
We object to your subpoena to Wild West Domains and have asked Wild West Domains not to release
any information to you until this matter is resolved by a court of competent jurisdiction.
I look forward to your prompt response.
Best,
Nate Cardozo
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Counsel for dietrolldie.com and fightcopyrighttrolls.com
-Nate Cardozo
Staff Attorney
Electronic Frontier Foundation
nate@eff.org | 415.436.9333 x146
Help EFF defend our rights in the digital world
https://www.eff.org/donate

4/16/13 2:53 PM
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Re: Duffy v. Godfread, et al. and Prenda Law v. Godfread, et al.
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Subject: Re: Duffy v. Godfread, et al. and Prenda Law v. Godfread, et al.
From: Prenda <paduffy@wefightpiracy.com>
Date: 3/22/13 2:51 PM
To: Nate Cardozo <nate@eff.org>
There are a few typos in your message. I am not sure what you want. Kindly contact me directly thanks very much.

On Mar 22, 2013, at 4:43 PM, Nate Cardozo <nate@eff.org> wrote:
Dear Mr. Duffy and Prenda Law:
This email is further to the voicemail I left with you this afternoon. As you are aware, my
office represents the blog dietrolldie.com with respect to your efforts to discovery
information about the blog, the operators of the blog, and the readers of the blog.
We understand that you have purported serve a subpoena on Wild West Domains seeking
information related to the domain dietrolldie.com. According to Wild West Domains, the
subpoena was issued by the Cook County Superior Court, Case No. 13-L-75. This is curious
because Case No. 13-L-75 was filed in the St. Clair County Court. In any case, as you are
aware, both of your defamation actions, in Cook County and St. Clair County, were removed to
federal court in February, 2013.
Please provide us with a copy of this subpoena and any others you may have issued that relate
to our clients, dietrolldie.com and fightcopyrighttrolls.com.
We object to your subpoena to Wild West Domains and have asked Wild West Domains not to
release any information to you until this matter is resolved by a court of competent
jurisdiction.
I look forward to your prompt response.
Best,
Nate Cardozo
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Counsel for dietrolldie.com and fightcopyrighttrolls.com
-Nate Cardozo
Staff Attorney
Electronic Frontier Foundation
nate@eff.org | 415.436.9333 x146
Help EFF defend our rights in the digital world
https://www.eff.org/donate

4/16/13 2:55 PM
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Subject: Re: Duffy v. Godfread, et al. and Prenda Law v. Godfread, et al.
From: Nate Cardozo <nate@eff.org>
Date: 3/22/13 3:27 PM
To: paduffy@wefightpiracy.com
CC: Kurt Opsahl <Kurt@eff.org>, Mitch Stoltz <mitch@eff.org>, Matt Zimmerman
<mattz@eff.org>, compliancemgr@wildwestdomains.com
Dear Mr. Duffy,
While we believe our email was clear, I will reiterate.
Please provide us a copy of any subpoenas you or office have issued to or served on Wild West
Domains regarding dietrolldie.com.
What is the best telephone number at which to reach you?
voicemail for you at that number.

We called 312-880-9160 and left a

You can contact me directly at 415-436-9333 extension 146.
Best,
Nate
On 3/22/13 2:51 PM, Prenda wrote:
There are a few typos in your message. I am not sure what you want. Kindly contact me directly
- thanks very much.

On Mar 22, 2013, at 4:43 PM, Nate Cardozo <nate@eff.org> wrote:
Dear Mr. Duffy and Prenda Law:
This email is further to the voicemail I left with you this afternoon. As you are aware, my
office represents the blog dietrolldie.com with respect to your efforts to discovery
information about the blog, the operators of the blog, and the readers of the blog.
We understand that you have purported serve a subpoena on Wild West Domains seeking
information related to the domain dietrolldie.com. According to Wild West Domains, the
subpoena was issued by the Cook County Superior Court, Case No. 13-L-75. This is curious
because Case No. 13-L-75 was filed in the St. Clair County Court. In any case, as you are
aware, both of your defamation actions, in Cook County and St. Clair County, were removed to
federal court in February, 2013.
Please provide us with a copy of this subpoena and any others you may have issued that relate
to our clients, dietrolldie.com and fightcopyrighttrolls.com.
We object to your subpoena to Wild West Domains and have asked Wild West Domains not to
release any information to you until this matter is resolved by a court of competent
jurisdiction.
I look forward to your prompt response.
Best,
Nate Cardozo
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Counsel for dietrolldie.com and fightcopyrighttrolls.com

4/16/13 2:58 PM

Re: Duffy v. Godfread, et al. and Prenda Law v. Godfread, et al.
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-Nate Cardozo
Staff Attorney
Electronic Frontier Foundation
nate@eff.org | 415.436.9333 x146
Help EFF defend our rights in the digital world
https://www.eff.org/donate

-Nate Cardozo
Staff Attorney
Electronic Frontier Foundation
nate@eff.org | 415.436.9333 x146
Help EFF defend our rights in the digital world
https://www.eff.org/donate

4/16/13 2:58 PM
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How Porn Copyright Lawyer John Steele Has Made A 'Few Million Dollars...

http://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/10/15/how-porn-copyright-l...

Kashmir Hill, Forbes Staff
Welcome to The Not-So Private Parts where technology & privacy collide

T EC H | 10/15/2012 @ 2:09PM | 21,652 views

How Porn Copyright Lawyer
John Steele Has Made A 'Few
Million Dollars' Pursuing
(Sometimes Innocent) 'Porn
Pirates'
The rather long list of “People Most Hated By
The Internet” — that guy who sued the Oatmeal,
RIAA, Hunter Moore, Julia Allison,
Violentacrez… — would be incomplete were it
not to include John Steele. Steele is a lawyer who
has partnered with the pornography industry to
go after “pirates” who download their XXX films
without paying for them. He has filed over 350 of
these suits, and says he is currently suing
approximately 20,000 people.
Attorney John Steele is currently
The tactic is similar to the one employed by the
suing approximately 20,000
recording industry years ago to sue people who
Internet users.
were amassing huge music libraries through
peer-to-peer sharing rather than buying CDs.
But where RIAA wanted to scare people out of illegal downloads by getting
massive, scary judgments in highly publicized cases against individual
Napster users, Steele and the lawyers like him are content to get relatively
small settlements from individuals who pay up quietly to avoid being linked
by name in public court filings for allegedly watching a film such as “Illegal
Ass 2.”

“I’m considered the original copyright troll,” says John Steele, almost proudly.
“At least my wife loves me. When I read about myself on the Internet, I think,
‘Who is this jerk?’”
Attorneys like Steele identify allegedly guilty parties by monitoring
file-sharing on BitTorrent (an increasingly surveilled place) and capturing the
IP addresses of people sharing movies made by their porn producing clients.
They then name the IP addresses as John Does in a copyright infringement
lawsuit, and get a judge to force an ISP to reveal the paying customers behind
the IP addresses. They sometimes sue hundreds of people at a time this way.
Those people then get a letter from the lawyer informing them that they’re
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accused of downloading a particular movie and that they
have the opportunity to pay a settlement (usually around
$3,000) to make the legal matter go away, or risk being
taken to court. Steele’s tactics are controversial, and have
inspired a huge online backlash with critical stories from
Ars Technica, TechDirt, and specialized sites such as
DieTrollDie. Those who believe that everything should be
free online are especially vocal.
Buzzfeed did a rather long piece laying out why Steele’s
suits inspire such criticism. To boil it down to two
reasons:

Unless you're Sasha
Grey, you probably
don't want your name
publicly linked with
this movie.

ONE: The paying customer behind the IP address may not
be the person who downloaded “Tranny Donkey Porn From Mars.” A judge
overseeing a lawsuit in New York against 176 John Does accused of downloading
“My Little Panties 2” expressed concerns after the lawyer representing Digital Sin
in the suit “estimated that 30% of the names turned over by ISPs are not those of
individuals who actually downloaded or shared copyrighted material. Counsel
stated that the true offender is often the ‘teenaged son … or the boyfriend if it’s a
lady.’ Alternatively, the perpetrator might turn out to be a neighbor in an
apartment building that uses shared IP addresses or a dormitory that uses shared
wireless networks,” wrote Judge Alison Nathan, in an order giving the John Does
and the ISPs 60 days to try to quash the subpoena.

“Just because wrong person arrested for murder doesn’t mean murder
shouldn’t be a crime,” quips Steele. “We assess the situation and try to get the
facts. There’s certain fact patterns that suggest it’s not the right person.”
He doesn’t elaborate on what fact patterns suggest the person they’re suing
isn’t a porn lover but says most of their targets tend to be “20 to
40-something males.”
Still Steele says even if the person isn’t the porn perp, he thinks the person
still plays a role in the crime. “Don’t let people commit criminal acts on your
network,” he says. “If you lend your gun to someone who commits a crime,
you’re responsible.” (Ed. Note: Probably not in a court of law though.)
TWO: Some criticize the suits as a perversion of the justice system, and some of
the judges asked to force ISPs to turn over the information are expressing
discomfort about being asked to do so. “[T]he potential for abuse is very high. The
infringed work is a pornographic film. To save himself from embarrassment, even
if he is not the infringer, the subscriber will very likely pay the settlement price,”
wrote Judge Otis Wright in a California case against 10 John Does accused of
illegally downloading “Blonde Ambition.” Critics say that the lawyers bringing
these suits have no plan to take them to trial, but simply want to get identifying
information for alleged copyright infringers and then shame them into paying a
few thousand dollars to make the problem go away – whether they did the
downloading or not. “The Court will not idly watch what is essentially an extortion
scheme, for a case that plaintiff has no intention of bringing to trial,” wrote
Wright in a June order that asked Cox Communications to out John Doe 1 to porn
company Malibu Media, but said that Malibu needed to sue the rest of its John
Does individually (making the mass outing and settlement request process much
harder and more expensive, as they can’t sue hundreds of people at one time).

Steele, who was previously a family law attorney handling divorce cases
before discovering the exciting world of porn copyright law, says his firm,
Steele Hansmeier, was one of the first to partner with the porn industry and
start filing these suits; he filed his first porn case in 2010. He claims to have
come up with the idea of pursuing people for illegal downloads while in law
school at the University of Minnesota (from which he graduated in 2006).
“When we were in law school, we could look at the router and see people
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ripping movies and songs. We thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be amazing if we could
find a way to identify these people and go after them?’” he says. “Adult
entertainment companies were only ones that would work with us.”
Now there are many lawyers and porn companies – who have been struggling
in the age of free salacious Internet content — seeking to make profits this
way. Hundreds of these cases have made or are making their way through
court systems around the country, and tens of thousands John Does have
been sued. (Surprise! Lots of people watch porn on the Internet.) Steele says
he files 20 lawsuits a month, and would like to increase this to 300.
“[Copyrighted porn being downloaded for free] is a huge problem,” says
Steele. “I think we’ve made a difference. Otherwise, we wouldn’t have made so
many people so mad.”
“Critics say we never actually file suit against people, just get their
information, then pressure them to settle. But we’re prepared to fight if you
don’t want to settle,” says Steele. In the “early stages,” they didn’t do this, but
Steele says they are now willing to name names and take these cases to trial,
bringing to bear other evidence, gathered from inspecting the accused’s
computer and hard drive and interviewing friends and family about their porn
habits. “We collect quite a bit of info about the Does.”
He points the finger at “other attorneys” who are abusing the process to get
John Does to pay up without due process, whether they’re guilty of illegal
porn consumption or not.
“Almost everyone who has not settled, we have sued,” says Steele. “There’s a
backlog right now.”
Steele has never taken one of his John Does to court though he says he
relishes the opportunity for a trial. “If I have judgments in my hands,
wouldn’t that be a wonderful thing to show everyone to make other people
settle?” he says.
I asked Steele, who works with approximately two dozen “adult entertainment
clients” how many of these cases he has settled. He says a “fair number”
would be 5,000.
These firms generally ask people to settle by paying them $3,000. Doing the
math, I suggest Steele has made $15 million settling these suits.
“Maybe a little less. We don’t track the amount we’ve recovered. More than a
few million,” he says, declining to offer exact numbers. “We’ve done
reductions based on people’s situations. We decided we’re not going after
people in the military or active service.”
There is trouble on the horizon, though. As mentioned before, some judges
have expressed skepticism about these suits and are trying to make it harder
for lawyers to file them en masse against hundreds of John Does.
Steele expresses annoyance at this: “When we sue 100 Does, we don’t always
get 100 names. Sometimes, it just ends up being 40 people,” he says. “In one
case, 27 ‘Doe’ IP addresses all belonged to one person.”
“When one side trying to find procedural loopholes, it speaks to the strength
of their case,” he continues.
Steele’s other problem is that ISPs are starting to push back against
complying with these subpoenas. In Chicago, Comcast intervened in a case
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that involved some of its subscribers saying that porn company AF Holdings
was abusing the legal system “to shake down the Doe defendants,” getting
their identifying information in order to embarrass and harass them into
paying a settlement. In that case, the judge quashed the subpoenas.
“Comcast has objected to 30 or 40 of our subpoenas. Couple they’ve won and
couple where they’ve lost. We have great relationships with many ISPS, but
not with Comcast,” says Steele. “It’s a business decision for them. They don’t
want to lose their clients. But if you step into shoes of your subscribers, you
become responsible. Comcast is sheltering people so they can make money.”
In August, Prenda Law, another firm that pursues these types of case, filed a
lawsuit in Illinois against AT&T, Comcast Cable Communications and their
corporate executives “for aiding hackers targeting adult content” by refusing
to turn over identifying information in these suits.
“It’s really simple,” says Steele. “We caught someone stealing.”
Some of those accused of stealing porn movies are starting to fight back. In
addition to creating online forums with instructions as to how to fight these
suits, some innocent parties have sued porn companies and their lawyers in
return. Earlier this year, California woman Liuxia Wong sued Hard Drive
Productions (represented by John Steele) for trying to extort her, accusing her
of illegally downloading “Amateur Allure Jen” and requesting $3,4000 from
her to settle the suit. She and her husband had an open Wi-Fi network and
said they had no idea who might have downloaded the movie. Steele settled
the suit for an undisclosed amount.
“We’re very comfortable with who came out ahead in the case,” he says. “The
way it ended caused us no pain.”
Other possible roadblocks: This summer, a class action lawsuit popped up in
Kentucky accusing a bunch of porn companies of racketeering, fraud and
defamation for their attempts to get people to pay for illegal downloads.
Steele says he’s unconcerned. Eight state attorney generals have called him
about extortion claims. “Once I explain, they’re reassured,” he says.
This fall, various ISPS announced plans to collaborate in a deal negotiated by
copyright holders and the Obama administration: a “six strikes” program in
which ISPs will issue warnings to their customers when they see them
infringing on copyrights. I ask Steele if he’s worried that will effectively stop
illegal downloads (and thus negate the need for porn companies to go after
downloaders in court, making him unnecessary).
“I doubt the effectiveness of this,” he says. “Little pop-up windows? I don’t see
the downside of getting caught. If consumer groups agree with it, can’t be that
bad.”
Steele says part of the problem is the culture of the Internet: people thinking
content is and should be free there. “Eighteen-year-olds call us [after
receiving settlement letters], confused,” he says. “They don’t know they’re
doing anything wrong.”
Asked about the criticism inherent in shaming people into paying settlements
by threatening to associate them with dirty movies they’ve watched, Steele is
unapologetic.
“People don’t like to get caught doing anything wrong,” he says. “They should
be embarrassed about the stealing.”
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Federal judge: Copyright troll attorneys
hiding something
Article by: Dan Browning
Star Tribune
March 12, 2013 - 11:44 PM
A Minnesota lawyer and several associates await the wrath of a federal judge in Los Angeles after they defied his order to
appear before him Monday to explain their practice of using the court system against people they suspect of downloading
pornographic videos on the Internet.
Several defense attorneys have accused Minneapolis lawyer Paul Hansmeier, his former University of Minnesota law school
classmate John L. Steele and others associated with them of using sham offshore companies as plaintiffs in the lawsuits.
U.S. District Judge Otis D. Wright called Monday’s hearing so Hansmeier and his associates could tell their side of the story
— but indicated that they could face severe sanctions if he didn’t like their response.
In a motion filed late Friday, they argued that Wright lacks authority over them because a Californian handled the cases in
that state. They also said they didn’t have time to make travel arrangements and shouldn’t have to pay for the trip.
Wright fumed when they failed to show, according to defense attorneys and reporters who packed the courtroom.
Defense attorney Morgan Pietz of Manhattan Beach, Calif., said the judge started the hearing by announcing he’d spent the
weekend reading the transcript of Pietz’s seven-hour deposition of Hansmeier. “There was so much obstruction in this
deposition that it’s obvious that someone has an awful lot to hide,” Wright said, according to a legal blog called Popehat.com,
which is following the controversy.
Heather Rosing, a legal malpractice specialist, appeared on behalf of Steele, Hansmeier and Chicago attorney Paul Duffy.
Rosing said her clients were prepared to comment by phone. But Wright declined the offer and told her to sit down.
The judge said if her clients didn’t want to appear, then he would conclude that his suspicions were accurate, “that this was a
fraud on the federal courts,” said Jason Sweet, a Massachusetts attorney who was present.
Hansmeier, Steele and Duffy did not respond to messages seeking comment.
The suits that sparked the controversy involve a practice known as copyright trolling, in which plaintiffs capture the Internet
addresses of computers and routers used to download videos. They file lawsuits in an effort to compel Internet service
providers to identify the subscribers, then send the subscribers letters demanding settlements of a few thousand dollars,
noting that a violation carries potential fines of $150,000. Facing exposure and potentially expensive litigation, many
subscribers pay up.
Hansmeier and Steele formed a partnership to pursue such cases and built a national reputation before selling their practice
to Duffy’s firm, Prenda Law, in late 2011.
Some judges, including Wright, have dismissed copyright trolling cases, ruling that the plaintiffs must show that the Internet
subscriber actually did the downloading. Steele said that leaves copyright holders in a Catch-22 position and that most judges
have allowed his clients to subpoena Internet service providers for the information.
Among those Wright summoned Monday was Alan Cooper of Isle, Minn., who took care of Steele’s cabin in rural Aitkin
County. Cooper alleged in a lawsuit in Hennepin County that Steele had used his name without his knowledge or permission
as a business figurehead. Nick Ranallo, a University of Minnesota graduate who practices law in California, said Cooper was
shown copyright assignments, but Cooper had denied signing them.
Brett Gibbs, an attorney who has filed dozens of copyright lawsuits in California, testified that he took directions from Steele
and Hansmeier and that he had never met Cooper.
After nearly three hours of testimony, Wright took the matter under advisement, indicating he would issue an order later.
Dan Browning • 612-673-4493
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Man charges porn trolling firm Prenda Law
with identity theft
Says firm listed him as the CEO of a shell corporation without permission.
by Timothy B. Lee - Dec 5 2012, 7:05pm PST
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Last week, we covered the comedy of errors that played
out in the Florida courtroom of Judge Mary Scriven,
where it became clear that there were no attorneys
willing to put their reputations at risk by associating
themselves with the porn trolling firm Prenda Law. A
local Florida attorney told Judge Scriven that he had
been brought into the case by Prenda, but now wanted
out of the case. Prenda itself denied any involvement in
the case.
John Steele, an Illinois lawyer with longstanding ties to
Prenda, happened to be in the audience at the hearing.
But he also told Judge Scriven he had nothing to do with
the case. An exasperated Judge Scriven threw out the
case and threatened to sanction Prenda for its "lack of
candor."
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Now the same sketchy law firm is facing fresh charges
of misconduct, this time in Minnesota. The federal
courts in Minnesota are currently hearing a copyright
infringement lawsuit brought by a firm called AF Holdings. A Minnesota man named Alan Cooper says
that AF Holdings is really a shell company set up by Prenda. And Cooper says they've been listing him
as the firm's CEO without his knowledge or consent.

Smoke and mirrors
"AF Holdings" filed a lawsuit in Minnesota federal court on October 19, charging a "John Doe" Internet
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user with distributing the pornographic film "Popular Demand" on BitTorrent. The firm says it is a
"limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of the Federation of Saint Kitts and
Nevis."
Paul Godfread, an attorney for Alan Cooper, sent a letter to the judge overseeing the case on
November 29. In it, he explains that Cooper acts as a caretaker for property Steele owns in Minnesota.
According to Cooper, Steele has "on numerous occasions bragged to [Cooper] about a plan involving
massive copyright litigation." Steele told Cooper to call him if anyone asked Cooper about corporations
involved in the litigation. Cooper says he became suspicious and confronted Steele about this strange
request, but Steele said not to worry about it.
Cooper became even more alarmed when he learned about copyright lawsuits being filed by a
company called AF Holdings that happened to have a CEO named Alan Cooper. Fearing he might get
in legal trouble, Cooper retained Godfread, who approached AF Holdings to be sure that it wasn't just a
coincidence that AF Holdings happened to have a CEO with Cooper's name.
He wasn't able to reach AF Holdings, but Godfread's calls did trigger a reaction from Steele. Within an
hour, he called Cooper and demanded to know if Cooper had been talking to attorneys in Minnesota.
And that's just one of the many reasons, detailed in Godfread's letter, to believe that Steele, Prenda
Law, and AF Holdings are closely connected. Godfread uncovered another Steele-affiliated
Nevis-based shell company, called Ingenuity 13, that also happens to have a CEO named Alan
Cooper.
Godfread eventually received a response from Paul Duffy, a Prenda Law attorney, indicating that AF
Holdings wasn't planning to answer his questions about the identity of their CEO. So Godfread had little
choice but to intervene in the lawsuit. "My client would like certainty that his identity is not being used
without his knowledge and against his will as the would be CEO of AF Holdings, LLC or as a manager
of Ingenuity 13, LLC," Godfread wrote to the court.
Michael Dugas, an attorney for AF Holdings, replied to Godfread's letter on Monday. "Godfread
accuses AF Holdings LLC of being a sham corporation and fraudulently holding his client out as its
CEO," Dugas wrote. "Both of these accusations are categorically false."
Yet strangely, Dugas did not take the obvious step of explaining who is the CEO of AF Holdings. If AF
Holdings really does have a different Alan Cooper as its CEO, that should be easy enough to prove.
But Dugas produced no evidence that Cooper's fears are unfounded.
The court has not yet responded to Godfread's letter. But we predict it'll be great fun when it does.
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Porn copyright troll sues AT&T and
Comcast, says they side with pirates
Objecting to subpoenas makes ISPs accessories to infringement, says law firm.
by Timothy B. Lee - Aug 10 2012, 11:15am PDT

One of the nation's most prolific P2P copyright trolls has
raised the stakes in its ongoing fight with two leading
ISPs, naming AT&T and Comcast as defendants in an
Illinois lawsuit.
The law firms behind these mass lawsuits have accused
ISPs of trying to profit from their customers' infringing
activity for years. But that's often just talk. While
disputes over subpoenas have led trolls and ISPs to
regularly cross swords in the courtroom, we're not
aware of any cases of an ISP being named as a
defendant in one of these lawsuits.
That changed last week in an Illinois case. Prenda Law,
representing the porn company Lightspeed Media, had
issued subpoenas seeking the identity of 6,600 people.
AT&T and Comcast objected to these subpoenas. In
July, the Illinois Supreme Court sided with the ISPs and
quashed the subpoenas.
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Lightspeed's response to this setback? It added AT&T and Comcast as defendants in its lawsuit. The
ISPs now stand accused of "negligence, computer fraud and abuse, civil conspiracy, violations of the
Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive Practice Act, and aiding and abetting."
"The ISPs chose to interpose themselves in this litigation, interfere with the Court's Orders, evade
subpoenas, and prevent and obstruct Plaintiff from learning the identity of those ISP subscribers
hacking into and stealing from its website," Lightspeed writes. AT&T and Comcast has also failed to
take "any actions to prevent their subscribers from committing criminal and tortious acts against Plaintiff
even after being on actual notice of the criminal and tortious activity."
Lightspeed says that the ISP defendants were "unjustly enriched because, while engaging in a dilatory
legal strategy designed solely to prevent Plaintiff from learning the identities of their subscribers, they
continued to collect subscriber fees from subscribers who did, and continued to, hack into and steal
from Plaintiff's website."
Lightspeed also objects to the fact that AT&T and Comcast "acted as de facto counsel" for the alleged
hackers "in exchange for continued receipt of subscriber fees." As a result, they effectively "reached an
agreement to allow and/or shelter the continued hacking into and theft from Plaintiff's website."

Provoking the sleeping giant
This argument seems unlikely to prevail. Even assuming that the underlying charges against the
subscribers have merit, ISPs are generally neutral intermediaries who are not responsible for policing
their users' online activities. And it's absurd to suggest that raising legal objections to Lightspeed's
tactics—objections that were ultimately upheld by the Illinois Supreme Court—could constitute
"interference" with court orders, or any other kind of misconduct.
Naming Comcast and AT&T as defendants in the case also seems like a strategic blunder. The ISPs
were sufficiently irritated by Lightspeed's subpoenas to object to them, but the ISPs ultimately did not
have a dog in the fight. They wouldn't have suffered any great harm if ultimately ordered to hand over
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their subscribers' information—indeed, they hand over such information to lawyers and police all the
time.
But now, with the ISPs as named defendants, they will be strongly motivated to win the case and
ensure that no one tries this tactic again. Lightspeed and Prenda will likely face the full force of
Comcast and AT&T's vast legal resources, and irritated AT&T and Comcast executives will now be
even less inclined to give an inch when Prenda sends them subpoenas on behalf of future clients.
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aiding file-sharing

"We believe the lawsuit is without merit," an AT&T spokesman told us by e-mail. "An appellate court
has already ruled in AT&T's favor in this matter."
He noted that, at AT&T's request, the case has been moved to federal court, taking it away from the
plaintiff-friendly judge in downstate Illinois who has handled it so far.
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Chicago lawyer leads fight against porn piracy
Attorney writes those who illegally file-share adult films, demands they pay up or else
face lawsuit
November 15, 2010 | By Steve Schmadeke, Tribune reporter
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More than a dozen pornography studios are using a Chicago attorney to launch an attempted crackdown on
the illegal online sharing of their movies, borrowing a page from the controversial campaign launched this
year by the Hollywood makers of "The Hurt Locker" to go after thousands of alleged copyright violators.
John Steele, 39, dubbed a "pirate slayer" recently by an adult-video trade publication, has filed the first
seven of what he expects will be 10 lawsuits this year, each potentially targeting thousands of people. It's the
first time that type of lawsuit has been filed here, copyright attorneys said. Federal judges here have so far
ordered Internet service providers to turn over the names of around 3,000 customers.
The legal technique of filing " John Doe" lawsuits naming thousands of defendants from across the country
has come under fire from privacy groups. They question what they call the heavy-handed tactic of going
after BitTorrent users who typically lack an attorney, often live in a different state than where the lawsuit is
filed and fear the embarrassment of being named in a court file as having downloaded pornography.
Such lawsuits drew headlines last spring when the producers of "The Hurt Locker," this year's best-picture
Oscar winner, went after thousands of BitTorrent users in a case filed in Washington.
"It's a fundamentally unfair process," said Corynne McSherry, senior staff attorney at the Electronic
Frontier Foundation, which intervened in the "The Hurt Locker" case. "And there is the added reason that
they're going to be named as a person who downloaded porn. Some of it is gay and lesbian porn, and not
everybody is out about their preferences."
Steele said judges have upheld the technique, which he said is the only feasible way to go after so many
defendants.
"There are people out there that don't support the idea of going after pirates, the idea that we're going after
the little guy," Steele said. "But really there is only the little guy. So if we are just to sit back and let the little
guy steal, there won't be any industry left."
Porn producers "deserve all the same rights as anybody else," he said.
The industry, faced with sagging revenues, has become deeply concerned about piracy. Though traditionally
a splintered trade, the porn industry banded together this year to launch an anti-piracy campaign —
complete with YouTube public-service announcements. "We work hard to entertain you and arouse you,"
says performer Alektra Blue in one, "so please show your support by buying our product."
"2010 is going to be the year of lawsuits," said Steve Jones, owner of Lightspeed Media, an Arizona porn
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studio and Steele client that runs 40 Web sites, giving what he said was the general consensus among about
30 studios that met this month for the first porn anti-piracy conference.
While there are no public figures for how much studios, many of them privately held, are losing due to
piracy, Jones said most attribute an estimated 30 percent of their revenue declines to illegal sharing. DVD
sales have shriveled up, and most mid-size studios release new scenes or films electronically.
But so far the industry trade group is opposed to taking potential customers to court, preferring instead to do
battle with what it calls the "tube sites" — YouTube-like sites that studios allege are illegally hosting their
copyrighted porn, said Diane Duke of the trade group, called the Free Speech Coalition.
Still, a growing number of small to mid-level studios — which Steele said have revenues of $1 million to $8
million — have signed up with his Media Copyright Group, which he said is only paid a percentage of any
money recovered. Steele said he and a partner spent about $250,000 to develop software that tracks illegal
BitTorrent sharing from an office in Minneapolis.
BitTorrent is a popular file-sharing method in which larger files are, typically, eventually split up into pieces
that are shared on numerous private computers. People who download the file can then "seed" it, making it
possible for many others to download part of it and share it themselves.
Steele's software logs BitTorrent activity along with what is known as the computer's IP address. That
address is then included in a federal lawsuit that asks Internet service providers to turn over the name of the
customer using that IP address.
Those customers then get a letter from Steele informing them that if they don't want to be named in federal
court as having shared, for example, an "Amateur Allure" film, they can settle the case by paying a fine. Steele
said it typically ranges from $1,900 to $3,000.
Steele said all the BitTorrent data gathered is public and his software doesn't leave traces on anyone else's
computer.
During an interview at his Loop high-rise office suite, in a conference room stocked with cognac and first
editions, Steele said he'd just gotten off the phone with a defendant.
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"He was more than willing to say, 'I don't want my name in a federal lawsuit for, in this case, downloading
transsexual porn,'" Steele said. "We worked out a very reasonable, minor fine.
"If we resolve the matter prior to actually naming them … then no one knows who those people ever were. I
don't like the idea of trying to pressure somebody into settling in exchange for keeping their name secret. I
think that what we're doing is pressuring people into not being revealed for stealing.
"People always ask me that — are you trying to extort things? I guess there's something to be said about
people being more embarrassed about this than (illegally downloading) a regular movie like 'Titanic.'
"But I think I'd be most embarrassed that they're committing a crime."
Steele said the porn industry is trying to avoid the highly publicized mistakes the music industry trade
group, the Recording Industry Association of America, known as RIAA, made in its fight against piracy.
Among other things, he said his firm's software has so far had no "false positives" like those that gave the
recording industry black eyes.
"All you have to do is sue a priest who's never owned a computer and this is a major PR problem," he said.
But McSherry said the attorneys filing the lawsuits — others are now pending in Texas and West Virginia —
have missed the point.
"These guys have decided not to learn the RIAA's lessons — they've taken it beyond what even the RIAA did,
suing thousands of people in one court," she said. "These are judicial resources being spent, I fear, primarily
to extract settlements."
Jones, the studio owner, said the industry for years has tried issuing takedown notices without much effect.
He believes the best approach is to go after both the "tube sites" and the end users who are sharing films
illegally.
"The porn industry in general has never been one to worry too much about its own reputation," he said.
"Going after pirates is not one of the worst things you could say. We're just like any other business, and we
have to protect it."
sschmadeke@tribune.com
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